Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for March 2017

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

It was a distinct pleasure
having Trent Bosch visit us
in March. He is a multitalented fellow who was
able to get his ideas across
to his audience clearly.
More than that, he turned
Ray Shields
out to be a really nice guy
-- the sort you could easily spend some time
with around the BBQ grill. His All-Day Demo
and classes went all too quickly.

We meet at Hillcrest Park Lodge in Mt.
Vernon, WA. Exit I-5 at Kincaid St (Exit
226). Turn east up Kincaid to S. 13th St,
turn right (south). Hillcrest Park is approx.
6 blocks south on 13th St. The Lodge is
located in the NW corner of the parking
lot, beyond the tennis courts.

The club wasted no time in getting busy in
April, with Woodfest on the first two days of
the month. Thanks to everyone who did
some turning there, and to the folks who
helped with the setup and cleanup. And a
special thanks to two individuals: Rick Erb ,
who hauled our trailer there and did a lot of
the heavy work in getting our big lathe set up,
and Dennis Shinn , who attended the Woodfest Committee meetings, arranged to pick up
and return the club's mini-lathes, and was the
go-to guy for the whole event. He has been
NWW's coordinator for Woodfest for many
years, and is quite justifiably asking around
and looking for a replacement for the position. He mentioned that he would be happy
to mentor an interested person during next
year's Woodfest, so that they are comfortable
with the requisite responsibilities. If this is
something you might like to do, by all means
contact me or let Dennis know directly. It can
be a rewarding experience and would be a
big help to the club.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from
beginners to advanced turners are
welcome.
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President's Letter

(Continued from Page1)

during our April meeting to give a presentation he has titled, "Beyond ABC". While it is
primarily aimed at novice turners, he likely will have some tips that even "old salts" will
appreciate. By the way, if you are an AAW member, you might have noticed that Ed had some
of his work on the back cover of the most recent American Woodturner magazine. He also
had a brief article on a spiral form collaboration on page 25 of the same issue. Check it out!
The following month, Beth Ireland will be our guest presenter. Beth is a creative genius
whose wide ranging work is imaginative and finely executed. For those of you who have seen
her demonstrations before or have taken classes from her, you know that she provides clear
and refreshing insights that often have broad application potential. If I am remembering
correctly from what our Program Chair Les Books told me, her Thursday evening presentation
is titled, "Turning with Your Mind", which has to do with untangling and expanding on the
secrets of the creative process. It should be great for all skill levels and I, for one, am really
looking forward to it. Beth will also be giving at least one class on turning an off-set box,
which I can virtually guarantee will be both fun and skill-building.
The weather isn't perfect by any means, but it is getting warmer and marginally sunnier, so
keep your sealer handy when you're out cutting wood -- gotta keep the cracking to a
minimum!
Have fun and be safe,

Ray

President's Challenge
The President's Creative Challenge for this month is to
create a hollow form of some type. Any size, any shape,
any finish. You can use any wood you would like, although
you get special credit for using at least two different species
of wood.
As always, Craft Supplies gift certificates will be awarded,
so break out the hollowing tools!

Note: The Prez regrets that notice of this challenge was not given

at the last meeting, as was his intention. To help assure that this
does not happen again, he is offering 100 grand to the first person
to notify him if he fails to announce the President's Challenge prior
to the end of the regular meeting.
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Photo by Ron Radliff

March Program Recap
Trent Bosch kicked off his visit with us by giving the

Thursday evening presentation at our March 23rd regular
meeting. He is from Fort Collins, CO. He enjoys making
and teaching hollow forms, decorative bowl and platter
carving, multi-axis turning, sculpture, tools and techniques.
Trent has been woodturning professionally for more than
20 years. He began exploring the art of woodturning while
pursuing a Fine Arts degree from Colorado State University.
Since graduating, he has fully devoted his efforts into
creating one of a kind sculptural woodturnings and
continues to explore the possibilities this medium has to
offer. During this time he has designed and developed a
number of turning and carving tools that have allowed him
greater efficiency and speed in creating his work. He now
manufactures these tools within his own facility. When not
creating, he is also very passionate about teaching and

Photo by Ray Shields

Trent Bosch taking questions from audience
sharing the knowledge and techniques he has
developed with others. His work is displayed in
numerous fine art galleries, the permanent
collections of museums and craft centers as well
as in many private collections worldwide. Trent
has taught and demonstrated his techniques for
turning and sculpting wood throughout the
United States and abroad.
Trent talked about hollow forms, and as he
talked, he turned one. He began by turning a
cylinder about 6" in diameter and 8" long

Trent diagrams steps in hollowing out a vessel, as
discussed on the following page.

(Continued on Page 4)

ABOVE: Three examples of Trent's Vessels of Illusion (these were all created from a single piece of wood).
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between centers , with the grain running parallel to the ways
of the lathe. He cut a tenon on one end and secured the piece
in a chuck. He shaped the outside contour, discussing the
"golden ratio" (1.618 to 1.00) as he did so. The aim is to
produce a form that is pleasing to the eye. Pains should be
taken to keep all outside curves evenly smooth without flat
spots. Toward the headstock end, Trent leaves a moderate
amount of wood mass, in order to facilitate hollowing without
vibration.

Photo by Paul Shirron

After the outside is turned, Trent uses a gun drill to cut a deep
central hole to the intended full depth of the piece. The gun
drill bit has a small hollow running through its entire length so
that one can use compressed air to constantly remove the
shavings as the drilling proceeds. This drilled central hole is
considered "Cut 1" in the hollowing diagram he outlined. Cut
2 expands the width of the opening all the way to the bottom
edge. Cut 3 widens the opening toward the open end of the
hollow form, and Cut 4 widens the opening at the headstock
end. All of these cuts are done with a straight hollowing tool.

Trent begins the hollowing process once
the outer contour has been established.
Cut 5 (and often Cut 6) is done with a
curved hollowing tool because the straight
tool cannot reach it. After all these cuts
have been made, he smoothes the inner
surface with a tear drop shear scraper.
When the interior is complete, he returns
to the outside, where he turns down the
thick bottom, blending the curve as he
goes. Finally, he reverse chucks the vessel
in order to finish off the bottom.

bag initially to keep moisure from the outside surface from
leaving too quickly, which can lead to cracking. The vessel
could also be microwaved, using short bursts (perhaps 30-60
seconds) on high power, allowing the piece to cool down
between each session. Weigh the wood on a postal scale or
equivalent and continue the process until it no longer loses
weight.

The following day (Friday), Trent taught a full class on
Decorative Utility Bowls, and on Saturday he provided the
All-Day Demo (see following page). Before heading back to
Colorado, he taught another class on Sunday on Vessels of
Illusion.
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Because Trent prefers to turn green wood,
the hollow form is then generally set aside
to dry. It can be placed in a brown paper

Trent discusses tips on sharpening a gouge.

All-Day Demo
Trent Bosch was the featured turner at the All-Day Demo on Saturday, March

25th at the Anacortes First Baptist Church. He began his demo with a review of
hollow form tips and techniques. While hollowing out a sample piece, he
used his "Visualizer", a camera-mounted-over-tool device that includes a
viewing screen. It permits the turner to see exactly where the tip of his tool is
cutting inside the vessel. An awesome idea!

Trent went on to demonstrate his process for boiling, bending and inserting
the turned inner disk (dickey?) for his Vessel of Illusion pieces. Once it is
inserted, he holds the inner piece in place using a balloon that he sticks
through the small central opening and then
blows up with as much pressure as his lungs can
generate. Once it has had a day or two to dry
out, he releases some of the air, uses epoxy at
the perimeter of the disk, and then blows the
balloon back up to keep it in place while the
epoxy sets. Interestingly, he says the technique
only works when YELLOW balloons are used. :)
After a delicious and filling lunch, Trent went on
to talk about and demonstrate how to build on
and explore an idea. For example, he rather
inadvertently discovered that a flat area (facet),
when repeated randomly over the surface, can
create an eye-catching appearance, especially in
combination with color and judicious sanding
(see lower left for two views of a sample vessel he brought).
Trent finished up by turning a platter and then using pneumatic
and electric tools to cut and carve the outer edge into a
sunburst design. Although he penciled where his cut lines
would be, no measuring was done other than simply eyeballing
it to make the pattern relatively even.

Photos by Ray Shields

Photo by Paul Shirron

Trent's clear but relaxed teaching style was in evidence
throughout the day, and he fielded quite a few questions from
the audience during his presentation. He mentioned that he
will be returning to the Pacific NW next year for the Portland
AAW Symposium and hoped to see many of us there.
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Bosch Classes
Trent Bosch held one class on Decorative Utility Bowls and another on Vessels
of Illusion.
Participants of both classes appreciated
the informal, friendly teaching style, the
opportunity for one-on-one interaction
with the instructor, and a chance to try
out some new tools and techniques.

Photos by Ray Shields unless otherwised noted.

Trent uses gun drill to establish
depth of his hollowing.

Les Books tackles a large cylinder on a
small mini-lathe.

Photo by Paul Shirron

Judging by the shavings on the floor, there was a lot of green
wood hollowing going on during Sunday's class.

ABOVE: Creating a tenon and
working to get the desired bowl
shape.
Would you let this guy near your piece with
a saw? Of course you would! Rick Erb
showed remarkable dexterity with the
pneumatic body saw.

RIGHT: Trent demonstrates use of
an air saw.
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Upcoming Programs
April 20 - For our regular meeting in Burlington this
month, Ed Pretty from the Greater Vancouver Wood-

turning Guild will be on hand to do a presentation he
calls "Beyond ABC". It will be oriented around bowl
turning and highlight proper mechanics of turning
(what jobs are specific to the forward and back hands,
ways to grip the tool and ways not to grip the tool,
when to engage the tool rest with your hand and when
not, and what parts of the body do what while bowl
turning.

May 18 - We aren't generally able to feature turners

from the East Coast on our Thurs evening meetings, but
we are most fortunate to have snagged Beth Ireland as
our guest presenter while she is in the area. Beth has
been a professional woodworker in Massachusetts
since 1983, specializing in turning and sculpture. Her
work has been widely exhibited and published,
including a 2015 profile in American Woodturner.

A Word from AAW...
There are many benefits to AAW membership, and now the AAW
wants to make joining up even more attractive. If you are a member
of any AAW Chapter (and that includes NWW) and are not yet a
member of AAW, you can join AAW at half price for a full year.
This limited-time offer is NOT on the AAW website, and is being
made available only from April through June 2017. If you have never
been a member of AAW before and wish to pursue this opportunity,
get in touch with President Ray Shields for details and a special link.
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Spend the Day with Glenn Lucas!
WHO: GLENN LUCAS, a professional turner and artist for more than 20 years. Based in Ireland.
WHAT: A day-long demonstration by Glenn. He will be demonstrating his Utility Bowl, his Traditional
Irish platter, and his techniques used in sharpening tools.

WHERE: Bellevue College’s Paccar Auditorium, Bellevue, WA
WHEN: June 10, 2017 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM Glenn first began to develop his passion for woodworking

during his childhood and established his own business at sixteen in 1993. Glenn’s work is made from
native Irish hardwood, sourced locally. His designs have attained international recognition and Glenn is
frequently invited to attend exhibitions promoting the best of Irish craftsmanship. In addition to his
woodturning Glenn teaches in his County Carlow Woodturning Study Centre at his home in
Bagnelstown, Ireland.

REGISTRATION: Early Registration Special from April 3rd to May 1 st, registration is $65 and after

that, $75 for the full day demo (includes snacks, beverages and a delicious catered lunch). To register, go
to https://seattlewoodturners.org/glenn-lucas-demo/ where you can either register online, or download
and complete a registration form and mail it along with your payment. Be sure to register now and save!
If you have any questions please contact Tim Tibbetts at: seattle.aaw.events@gmail.com

In Memoriam

Joseph M. Kelly
5/15/1947 - 3/20/2017

Joe Kelly, a member of NWW for many years, died unexpectedly at home this past month. Born in
Anacortes, he spent most of his life living and working in Whatcom County. He was a man of many
interests and talents. He had a master's degree in Geology from WWU, and spent a few years as an
exploration geologist before getting an education degree and teaching high school science classes. In
addition to his long interest in wood turning, Joe was an avid outdoor photographer, a member of the
Audobon Society, and enjoyed fishing, fly tying, and bamboo fly rod construction. He served on the
Board of the Wild Fish Conservancy for 12 years, working to improve salmon habitats.
For those of us who got the chance to know him, Joe was a gentle, modest man with a generous heart
and a kind word about nearly everyone. He will be dearly missed.
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Turning on the Web...
Contributed by Rick Anderson

The internet contains a wealth of information of
value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos…...other resources provide
inspiration and techniques which can be applied
to our craft. But remember, the internet is
unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe
techniques. Here's this month's selections:
SHARPENING
The fundamental of turning technique is ABC…...Anchor….Bevel…..Cut. But without sharp tools,
effective cutting is doomed. The AAW has posted an online video version of a DVD they
released several years ago. The video presents sharpening technique by several of the best known
turners in our craft. It's well worth the 90 minutes to watch. https://vimeo.com/111139564
TURNING BEADS with Lyle Jamieson. Lyle, a long time woodturner, demonstrates techniques for
turning beads…...and points out that this is the same technique albeit on a larger scale, as used to
shape the outside of end grain turned vessels and hollow forms.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGA9ZIBFwpQ&feature=youtu.be
GLENN LUCAS from Ireland will be the featured demonstrator and the Seattle Woodturners all
day demo on June 10 in Bellevue. Lucas is primarily a production bowl turner with great form
and execution. His demo will be very informative. Complete demo information can be found at:
https://seattlewoodturners.org/glenn-lucas-demo/
Check out the following videos for more about Glenn & his turning:
http://glennlucaswoodturning.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T20PSNV4Pp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NaBnaMnLJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIA93OkjhLc

POP QUIZ:

Ash, Cocobolo, Holly, Gabon Ebony, Fir, Purpleheart, White Oak, Sapele

[Don't peek until you have given the ranking a try!]

Fir, Sapele, Ash, White Oak, Holly, Purpleheart, Cocobolo, Gabon Ebony

ANSWER:

Rank the following woods in order of their density (pounds per cubic foot):
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Woodfest a Success

Woodfest

As you know,
is the annual event spotlighting local and regional high school shop
programs, and this year it was held April 1st and 2nd. It returned to its former venue, namely the Sedro
Wooley HS gymnasium. In addition to display items, a number of pieces were for sale. Multiple turners
on both days came to turn tops, bowls and other pieces, much to the delight of strolling on-lookers.

(LEFT) George Way sold more pieces
than any other (four), unless you count
Rod Parker's tulips (nine were sold, with
proceeds going to the club's Education
Outreach program -- thanks, Rod!)
Despite an initial electrical dilemma
that required quick thinking by Jerry
Holmes to resolve, the event
otherwise went smoothly and a
number of NWW brochures were
handed out to prospective new
members.

(BELOW) Examples of high school wood work were on
display in one area of the gymnasium.

(ABOVE) A large maple bowl
was donated by our club to
Woodfest for their fund raising
efforts.

Dave Blair (RIGHT) and Bill
Cowan (FAR RIGHT) intrigued
curious passers-by with their
turning of tops and bowls,
respectively.
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Sawdust Saturdays
Sawdust Saturdays have been designed by club volunteers to help new turners develop skills
and be introduced to different opportunities in wood turning. Classes are held at the club
shop in Bayview. We begin the class about 9 am and wrap up about 3 pm. Our club has
eight mini-lathes available to learn on as well as a basic set of turning tools for each lathe.
The next scheduled sessions are:

April 29 - Natural edge bowls
May 27 - Boxes with Lids
June 2 4 - Piercing, Coloring, Dyes
Sign-up sheets are generally available at the Thursday meetings. Please sign up early.
The $10 non-refundable registration fee, which is due at the time of sign up, is to cover the cost
of materials, tools and refreshments.
Participants are required to bring personal safety equipment, at a minimum a full face shield.
For information on classes contact Ed Frank at 360-293-5534 or Mike Young at 360-293-4236.

Cookie Roster
Our cookie volunteers each bring 2-3 dozen cookies to our regular meetings. Thank you to
those who have already brought in cookies during 2017. Also, thank you to those who signed
up to bring cookies to a future meeting -- we love your sweet generosity!

April Cookie Volunteers
Cotty Howe
Laura Matthews
Rod Walsh
Wally Wheatman
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

President

Ray Shields
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Tom Thorton
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Gary Moore
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Jeff Phillips
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Phil Kezele
pkezele@wavecable.com

Membership Chairperson

360-671-3072

425-948-6717

360-293-7305

Mentoring Chairperson
Events Chairperson

Dennis Shinn (Acting)

woodturner@anatechsys.com

206-372-5123

360-840-5680

480-338-3395

rodney.parker@cox.net

360-240-8962

James Plessner
jmplessner@hotmail.com

Jesse Charette
jesse.charette@gmail.com

360-757-7730

Rod Parker

480-338-3395

Website Chairperson

Laura Matthews - Assistant
George Way
georgerway@gmail.com

360-671-7141

Rod Parker
rodney.parker@cox.net

Les Books
l.books09@gmail.com

360-941-4408

Education Outreach Chairperson

360-854-9909

Sawdust Saturday Chairpersons
Ed Frank
edwinfrank@comcast.net

Ron Means
360-222-3092
ron.means@rocketmail.com

Programs Chairperson

Michael McCunn
Membership@nwwwt.org

Mike Young
mjyoungana@gmail.com

Library Chairperson
Ron Wehde

ron.wehde@gmail.com

Gallery Photographer

360-293-5067

Ron Means
ron.means@rocketmail.com

Newsletter Editor

360-920-1485

Ray Shields
rayshields@msn.com
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360-293-5534
360-293-4236

425-745-9851

360-222-3092

360-671-3072

Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

FOR SALE
Jet 14" Bandsaw (JWBS 14 CS)
$500

(currently $750 on Amazon)

- 6 inch resaw capacity
- 1 HP motor (110/220V)
- Dimensions: 19" x 26" x 68"
Runs fine, includes blades

Contact Robin Watson

watsonrobin@mac.com
(703) 774-4620
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Attention Bowl Turners!

My father-in-law passed away suddenly and left
a nicely running quality bowl lathe with
chucks, jaws, turning tools, sanders, vacuum
chuck system, calipers, new Trend
AirShieldPro, and too many other items to list
individually. Would like to sell all as a package
deal for
.

VEGA 2600 BOWL LATHE
plus lots of accessories & extras

- 2 HP 220 V motor, variable speed
- 13" swing over bed for bowls up to 25"
- 1.25" x 8 TPI headstock spindle; triple bearings
- Easily detachable tailstock
- Currently located in Sedro Wooley

$3000

Contact: Gary Park (360)
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424-7224

Ads (Cont'd)

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Richard
Mabie (Richard@mabiemail.com), or
bring the tools to a Thurs. regular
meeting. Thank you!!!

to our Club members
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Ads (Cont'd)

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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